As the incoming editors of the AJS Review, we are honored by the trust the AJS Board of Directors has placed in us to lead the Association's flagship journal. We would like to take this opportunity to thank our predecessors, Elisheva Carlebach and Robert Goldenberg, for their outstanding stewardship and commitment to excellence. We will seek to continue on this path to ensure that the journal maintains its reputation for scholarship of the highest quality.
range of interests and cutting-edge research of the AJS membership. Ultimately, of course, this cannot be accomplished by the editors alone. We need scholars working in every area of Jewish Studies to consider AJS Review as their journal and to submit their work. The recent survey of areas of research covered by our members reveals that this is a dynamic and exciting era in Jewish Studies scholarship. We are witnessing new approaches to traditional fields such as rabbinics and Jewish history, as well as the integration of entirely new fields such as media studies, music, art history, visual culture, and more. As editors, we want to include the best work in all of these approaches and fields in the journal. To achieve this goal, we will rely on you. We ask you to submit your finest work, to answer our requests to referee articles submitted to the journal, and to suggest and review books your colleagues should know about. Without you, our work will not be possible.
Even as we continue to adhere to the high standards of our predecessors, we will introduce new features, from new visual presentation of the journal to forums and exchanges. We hope not only to highlight the finest scholarship in Jewish Studies but also to grace the journal's cover with representative samples from holdings relevant to Jewish Studies in various libraries, archives, and museums. We welcome your suggestions and contributions, and we will deeply appreciate your help in the years ahead.
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